
“Every flame will become faint. Every fate will fade. Breathe; do not seize.

Observe from the ineffable balcony; stare at the pavement cracks of beauty. Life belies,

per se. You’re walking through a love letter, to no one in particular; ordained by mortal

wires and coils. Respect gallantry and persistence, this hall of mirrors will kill you;

meditate it, witness it bend to a truth that is true for you. You’re my true self.”

The first day at school left Alice sleepwalking against her will. Being scuttled into

a gated playpen left mystery and hesitance. By the traffic lights, she got a PhD in life’s

swift indifference. Her father pulled her from distant worlds, kissed her on the head and

prepared Alice for her debutante prologue. She would see him later with James Dean

swagger, bloody fists, a bottle in his hand and all the same affection. He walked home,

crumbling up a confrontational letter and towing Alice behind, who seemed bizarrely

enamoured.

Childhood solipsism was like a siren in school. So many silent whispers. At the

strike of 9:00, a girl, not too dissimilar chose to sit next to Alice. Monet, her name was

and she bore the mutual cross. “What are the chances” was a phonetic ping-pong ball,

silently spoken.

Conversation was eventually struck. The two exchanged names and stories they

had read. Alice was gauche. The recliner on her chair fell victim to gravity. Monet

giggled and everything was negated. Happy the moment was seen, almost curated; happy

all stumbled properly as canvases became opalescent.



They talked more. Soon, an eruption of laughter pervaded the room - at the ire of

their teacher, in her funny black and white uniform. They walked together. Through the

crowds of commuters, surrounded by shared purpose. Stained glass eyes of carpe diem.

Days became months. They tuted and sighed. Monet first, then Alice; then the

inverse. A tree’s with-standing shoes became a muse. Monet snapped a photo or two; her

mother placed them on the fridge. She arrived at school the next day with a wry smile of

comfortability.

Months became years. Wistful nostalgia was identifiable, arches of heart rented

out. The friends became confidants. Alice gossiped in faux poetics; Monet tried to be

plainspoken and she grew somewhat more laconic as choir practice became respite. Alice

would live life blissfully unaware of the financial ills plaguing her father. Spending

eternal summers with her soul and anima embodied. Until the moment God herself

intervened.

She packed her merciless mementoes and parted ways. Other friends fell to the

wayside, having failed to congeal. Not a word was spoken to Monet. Watching the life

she knew fade away all she could say was: “I think I left my necklace at school.”

2003, there stood the girl. Espousing the name and ethos of Slowdive’s “Alison”,

she dragged herself to the local fair. Oh so nouveau, she dawned and appropriated



perennial styles, from Rassilon to Van Gogh. If Socrates feared impermanence then he

should have invested in merchandise. She posed as the Artist, who ebbs and flows

through class and independence in the hope of ether, the socially secure sensibility.

At the playful participants who gawked at her defiant choices, she issued

phosphorus snark; still the brutalist debutante. Bespangled with fluorescence, her

constant muse was smoking a cigarette like a confused child - having either eloped or

escaped.

Within the beat of a heart, cathartic embrace occurred, corks manifold. The

excitement was palpable, as they exchanged stories of life and discussed how clichéd the

encounter was, as though it was straight from a romantic comedy. Of course, they were

quick to mention that would only apply if they loved each other. “I just realised, I am

wearing the necklace you abandoned”.

Feeling nostalgic for halcyon days, rest was taken at permanent residence.

Although driving in her car it felt as though a place of refuge was already present. Monet

noted that it was like a dream - being in Alison’s house, again. Their parents found unity

in disdain. The creaking floorboards sounded just like her bones cracking and Alison was

studying her shoes. Silence sealed every aspect of that moment in an imperceptible ebb

and flow. Monet perked up and suggested that they spend their time in Alison’s room.



The silence, which briefly returned vigorously, was stifled by a well-worn vinyl of

Neutral Milk Hotel’s In the Aeroplane over the Sea; stories of love and loss soundtracked

a night of heresy. Alison stood with a stolen bottle of blood as Monet adopted her clothes

in a brazenly communist fashion. She didn’t get paid that week and secretly kept the

garments, alongside security stolen from lost and found. Monet indulged in the intoxicant

as though it was fashionable.

The pair frolicked and conversed. Monet showed expertise having performed with

mediocre lovers and close friends. Such a detail nearly led Alison to trip upon herself.

The moment felt like a memory, instigating a bullet through an apple. She had a portrait

of Monet as solitary, in a blackened void, dozing off in a rustic chair, now drapped in

cloth. They concluded the performance by lying on a garish couch, as close as brambles.

Alison found bittersweetness elemental as though she was reciting a temporally confused

love letter. “Today, Monet, feels more different than any other”.

To the dismay of both, a state of hypnagogia belligerently attacked. They reached

out their hands for mutual guidance. Getting to their beds, they found the floor icy. There

they repeated the words ‘good night’, in an increasingly rambunctious tone, until Monet

suddenly stopped and turned to the wall. Outside the house, trees bent, twisted and

shouted, in regretful defiance. Downstairs, a piano played a poignant melody as its notes

yielded to encroaching flames. Listening to the bombastic bagpipes, a heart sang a little

louder and the guest abruptly left.



Watching the life she desired fade away, Alison abandoned the cross she had bore

since birth. The nails of Roman society remained in her back. Her glasses deformed and

embedded Monet’s retreat with bile; anguish was inflicted upon a look of her reflective

gleam, the allure of many an admirer. Monet had become Molly Bloom. Cigarette smoke

engulfed the room, encasing her emotions, as she watched womanhood - its conditions

and conformities - inexorably approach. Youth Triumphance had ended. She slept and

replayed Molly’s words: “how malleable is the past? Influenced by the present and the

future, a harbour of new people with old faces. Borrowed or otherwise. A sea of

synonyms. Each person and day are the same in how they’re different and we should love

that with all our hearts.”

Monet stumbled on her journey like a three-legged dog with no goal in mind.

Once catching her breath she began to couple her hands: ‘Praying’s a funny thing,’ she

thought. ‘Like a paradoxical bouncy ball. Throwing faith around the room, in the hope

that it returns to you: its place of origin.’ Her fear and trembling subsided and she looked

to the night sky. She was swept to sleep by Alison’s pithy post-it notes: “Space is god’s

greatest litmus test.” Each one of those snapshots is like an IV drip of identity. Following

a yelp of a yawn, she murmured: ‘That’s probably sarcastic’ with a wry smile and droll

solace.

“Don’t hate her when she gets up to leave.”



2021, there stood a woman. Accompanied by an atrium of affection and blood

vessel watchmen. Her eyes often darted to a man who once loved her. Neil, his name was.

Was. They meet in a hall of mirrors. Neil was drying his hair, his restless legs, eyes

covered by sunglasses; pontificating with a queen card. He often talked with a certain

sense of psychosexual conservatism. The figures were distorted but it was clear to them

that the other was a child in search of a guardian’s hand. And so, they grasped the

moment. Two months later, boxes and masking tape surrounded their bodies.

That which he disclosed to her often ruminated in her mind; his time as a soldier -

healing a deer and killing a comrade. She never thought him capable. They shared this

belief. He told her that these were the only times he felt alive like his true self had

awoken and he had become a better man. “The dichotomy of sublimation” was gone. He

had eschewed the identity bestowed upon him and was elated. He often wittered on about

identity, its “presence within, its relation to everything; only in stairways did they shake

off solipsism. Elsewhere, they crowd surfed, a sort of hauntology of the self and/or solar

system.

She stayed with him. With firmly one leg in the past for penance. Witnessing a

mosaic take shape and guilt nest into bones. A bittersweet bow between them. On a

fateful night, a play of his was premiering. Before, everything was alright. Alison grazed

the vegetables. It had become somewhat of a hobby; it kept her concoctions at bay. Neil

interrupted with questions of vanity. Ever since his childhood, he stared at the mirror,

attempting to understand the disconnect.



At the theatre, he kissed her on the head and left to network. In public, never on

the lips. There was a woman wiping away tears. Alone but content; a callous passerby

provided her with a reason to look inside. Nevertheless, she sniped Alison with a

Lolita-esque smile. She often caught the eyes of these emotional nomads. The woman

approached and whispered her name: Sylvia. Alison was left in awe and interest; in a

prismatic galaxy, on the dark side of the moon. Bumbling out into the atrium she tended

to her partner and took her seat - with a heart that grew fonder.

The lights dimmed and Alison twitched in her chair. Centre-stage was elusive as

allure was the focus. She was searching for a hug, not given by a seatbelt. Her eyes were

drawn to a girl in go-go boots. It was Monet, at the very least, with a companion wearing

a leather jacket, that fired tears. The two were enamoured. Alison slammed the door.

Standing out in bitter snow, she fumbled cigarettes, attempting to find some

refuge. The patrons soon poured out and Neil stood by Alison’s side. A word was not

heard for minutes until they erupted into a blitz of vocables. Words with no syllables.

Neither wanted to hear each other, instead,  preserving their righteous views. After

catching her breath, Alison’s polemic pivoted towards lamenting feeble imitation, chiefly

regarding an orange shirt.

Hearing her voice quiver and break, Neil renounced the persona he had conjured.

The pair undid their bowties which fluttered towards each other before gusts of wind



spurred them elsewhere. A direction only befitting that night and time. They laughed and

caressed each other’s cheeks. They were enveloped in a spiral of grass and then destined

to only be mementoes of projected bliss.

As she walked home, wiping away tears, Neil almost beckoned her back to

introduce himself. It’s funny, he thought, he wished he could meet her then, now a better

man, but burdened to know that this status was indebted into this windswept nebula. It

was fun while it lasted and the residue laid.

Turning a corner, she saw Syliva once again, smoking a cigar. Alison’s smile

deflowered the tension. She stood before Syliva, asked for her hand and was given a kiss

of passion. The two fell into each other’s arms, between trash cans and cardboard. The

abandoned cigar landed on Alison’s hand, who crushed it and fell deeper into Syliva’s

temptation. For a moment, they were space dust. A ghost in the window looking down

upon them brought the engagement to an end. Alison pushed Syliva away, looked up and

saw the blinds close. She ran. Faster. All the way to the highlands.

In the then-present days, she could only envision Neil with a burning breast - that

which she saw in Syliva - much to her chagrin. The frozen forest of her mind lost his

words of persuasion; a forest once faster and greener; numbed by the passing of time. A

journey that left only a desire for someone she once knew to awaken her from a midlife

fugue-like dream-state. Every sparse Sunday, she saw them. Wearing a dress of

nature—hair so bright—in rain that turned to blood on their skin. The phone went off.

Her father died. Bones unknowingly broke. The phone went off again. Molly wished to



reconcile. Alison stamped the table with a cigarette mark, leaving a more mild burn than

before.

Monet was quick to arrive at the location, meekly staring at her peacock coat,

dress shirt and blackened jeans, with their past lives sewed in. Everything felt acute if

only due to uncanniness. It was as though the apocryphal architecture was laced with

alienating background radiation. This wasn’t her land or time, although painfully similar.

Fitfully, she would shut her eyes and the whole world would drop dead.

Alison arrived in an outfit dripping in opulence and a week’s paycheck; taking off

her coat to let her orange ribcage glow. The gateways to her bones were so low -

sublimated and covered by a veil of cigarette smoke. She found the words that formed her

father’s tirades about Molly, racing through her mind. They had lived in her soul for so

long, by design. She was still her father’s son; still carried around the memory of him

holding her, as she stood in the bathtub and cried the tears of her life.

Mostly, they spoke pleasantries or mediated an in-between language. A fitful

glance, a caustic gaze cascading to unwitting victims. It was a sort of gravitation and

though not nice was certainly needed; the wicked still require respite. She found spoken

words rather ephemeral, thus affection was a sort of navel-gazing. Preoccupied with

concoctions, forgetting the slightest of reactions. Monet’s mechanisms were less

melancholic; she recognised denizens everywhere as amidst a coy



overflow; few conjure conversation and there’s seldom wittering or compliments.

So, the quotitdan and eudaimonia were always a cue card away: “I see you.” But Alice

was a terrifying and beautiful sort of navel-gazing. Narcissus and iridescence. Her soul:

an expatriate.

Soon, the impetus of the reunion became clear, a marriage proposal...accepted

weeks ago. It lacked only one thing: a maid of honour. Hesitant and nearly hurt, Alison

still undertook the commitment and the reconciliation abruptly finished. She felt the onset

of ennui-induced internal bleeding. Loneliness: the greatest cause of atrophy. This time

only one cried.

Monet first saw her love, Leopold, in a megastore, lying on a bench with a tape

recorder. Monet had walked by him and was captivated, hearing him witter on about how

the residents had lost their touch. He was there with a heart unadorned. Eventually, she

blissfully sleepwalked her way to an invitation: a play, if he cared for it.

Standing in the atrium, Monet’s eyes darted side to side - and as the clock rang

throughout the building began to prick with tears. She hurried to the door and somewhere

a neurotic in the bath was sick. Though his world was dreamy malaise, Leo helped her

retrieve the scattered items; in precise proximity, they recited ditties on a candy-soaked

floor. A pen, a notepad, a carton of cigarettes were among those forgotten.



The lights dimmed and Monet looked on with intrigue. Soon, a glass debutante

and sardine appeared; Monet and her mother. Monet was gloating with a balloon scarf on

account of the apocryphal Alice. Another anecdote and her mother rolled her eyes, so

kissed her daughter on the head, bent down and softly said “Alice is always here, it’s rude

to gossip in her presence.” She then grabbed her cigarette holder and began to read her

daily horoscope. Befitting a laconic legacy. Oh, mother.

Monet could only deem the occasion beautiful, though she meant much more. She

wanted to stay and be as meticulous as possible, perform sophisticated surgery and enrich

her days left, yet she let it be and accepted the effective emotions. Pontification and peace

are often mutually exclusive. Monet couldn’t see it, but, in that gymnasium was a

transmigration of lightbulbs.

Walking back to the atrium, the pair noticed the abandoned items. Leo reached

down to grab her cigarettes, fancying himself one. After dispersing the smoke with

flailing tree branches of arms, he simply inquired if Monet wished to join him. She

responded with a hairball: a schoolgirl giggle. She chucked them into her pocket and the

two walked home. It was the strangest of nights for Monet. So emboldened, sighs of

relief en masses, for ipseity’s sake, now destined to be a simulacrum.

Arriving at Monet’s vacant house, the two were quick to occupy the bed. For a

sense of adventure in an extensive vestibule, there were block words strewn about,

forming a misattributed Kierkegaard musing: “To a greater or lesser extent, we’re all



turning away our true nature as dependent beings”. He laid back on the bed and titled his

iris beyond his glasses, residing in one of many soft dents.

Leo was the impetus for talk. Asked Monet if she wanted to drop acid. She was

thrilled; a child staring at a puppy. Somewhere distant, spurred by gusts of wind, her

name was beckoned like a child balancing upon a tree. She was instructed to stand

outside the house; looking up, she saw her mother, watching from her window. Her place

in this world. She appeared in tattered clothes with strands like hair and water and

whispers in Monet’s purview, withstanding all things cascading. Leo rushed out to

Monet’s eyes, which saw him drowned in an orange aura. She took his hand and the two

began a performance, whose name had needed not to be spoken. Leo twirled and Monet

reached for the morning sun. Sirens swam in the sky and space dust fell upon all. For the

briefest of moments, it was a dance of defiance. And, then-always, a cavort of comfort.

On the cusp of matrimony, Alison laid on grass, waiting for her body to be

intertwined. Though they were hopelessly forlorn and lost in the void, her eyes were

exploring possibilities. There were tears in her eyes. Free jazz in her chest. And lichen in

her heart. She was in a veil and dress with a sickly aftertaste of clingy strangers.

Feedback reverberated around crucifixions; two deer bounced around the gallows,

untethered, wearing unassuming shirts that could pierce a heart. Such a delight, Natalie

Clifford Barney and Romaine Brooks showed the embrace of cacti that had the iridescent

power of lighting. A slight dialogue does not fall upon deaf ears.



As malaise marched en masse, she fell into a panopticon. Of memory and

contingencies. She went to a balcony as a supposed voyeur. Although a congregation of

ghosts would show that to be apocryphal. A manuscript was windswept, as tender and

ephemeral as a lover. Retrieving it, mulling over it, her heart performed an aria. Seeing

herself in the arrangement of lines, she strangely felt fine. With a cough of cigarette

smoke, constricted by space dust, a voice asks “where are we going?”Alison then awoke

in a candy dress, slowly melting. With a drink in her hand and ambiguous tears.

Monet travelled past mountains and dying trees. She felt a sense of inadequacy

and impermanence rummage through her mind. Sultry self-doubt struck her down; the

opaqueness of man dealt the finishing blow. Among the jagged ridges, that live between

earth and sky, lied temptation, calling her name. She stuffed the items of a hopeful picnic

into a bag, fashioned her clothes into something more appropriate and went forth. There

existed an already woven path, pilgrimages of the past. Her feet ached and her heart

weary. But nevertheless, the ground that caused her anguish was laced with morphine. In

our synergy, lies something transcendent, like spirits before death.

The mountain was to provide ether and endurance. Her mother often mentioned

the value of stones around one’s lungs; the crest occurring on the night Monet rushed into

her arms, crying about Alison. On that night, when everything once seemed beautiful and

then so quickly began to hurt, a sea of rage whirled inside her. For it to spill out would be

the death of her. And yet she still threw a bottle through the window as a eulogy to the



ephemeral, lost in a bittersweet ebb and flow. Halfway up the mountain, she chucked a

bottle down the mountain. Perhaps an ode to a life of sequence, to solace and solidarity.

As she lied down among nature, she returned to her twin-sized bed with quotidian

contentment activities. A cat was perched in a tree, shaken and stirred. Eventually, the

rescuers began to jump and, in turn, began to float. Like a flower in the wind, like dogs

jumping in the deep end. Others tried to rescue them and were similarly inflicted. With

irreverent glee, she thought happily joined in. They all ascended like the bodies of the

rapturous. Monet swam like a butterfly. They were among the skies and even sooner they

had breached the atmosphere. The denizens of earth were like infants climbing out of a

cradle. Monet looked upon the earth and closed her eyes, beauty incarnate was best at

arm’s length. She rested adjacent to the dead sea, waiting for someone to accompany her.

Her hand was taken by the only suitable candidate. They swarm through the cosmos, took

sanctuary in Andromeda, and rested their heads in a nebula.

“Oh, Monet! Oh, Life!”

The scream of a gazelle awoke her. The animal appeared almost like a vestige of

her husband. He loved them so dearly. The flurry of neurons left her hypnagogic,

lethargic and disenchanted; how such chemicals bestowed and receded. If she could she’d

emancipate herself from these baselines, though she’d be Monet no more. There is no

theory to explain her desire: to be beyond chemicals. The search for comfortable

permanence in a world of fine china.



With the hope of finding a cadence, her journey continued. And the distance from

home become accented. Piles of summer reading were like vixens and her loving husband

was simply sweet. Stopping to catch her breath, her eyes closed and her quilt warped

around her body like a benign coil. It began to cover her eyes but rocks by her feet

stopped it from enshrouding. She kicked them down the mountainside and allowed the

blanket to float away. Monet then waited for the rocks to cause her heartbeats. On a

mundane morning a stained glass couple, within one another, sang a serenade. One body

shared her flowing hair. The other seemed androgynous, a synthesis. She blew them a

kiss and they dispersed into atoms, leaving together.

This was not repentance but reification. If anything, It was an epoch epidemic.

Like those days behind the sand dunes when Alison and Sally would eschew their

jewellery on the beach floor. Those subtle supernovas; they arose upon a school reunion.

Sally’s burning hair was an effigy to despair. They only ever did meet at events.

By 2022, there was a maudlin tear before the celebration. Atmospheric nicotine

shooed her outside; there stood a nighthawk named Alison. The sights before her went

unseen: a militia of dogs—phlegmatically performing poetry and eating birthday cake;

her once circadian angel.

Monet commented that Alison has adopted the aesthetic of Virginie Amélie. In

response, she took on the name. Amélie quickly left and Monet looked upon the rings of

flowers around the wanderer's eyes, which overtook the mask of masculinity she



begrudgingly accepted. Monet held closely a necklace in her hand, which she knew no

longer fit. Her final glance revealed the words: “In heaven, there is no marriage”. She felt

life for a moment there.

12:00, the time came for Monet to marry her one true love, Leopold.

Despondency’s adopted daughter watched the newlyweds, happily entwined, and felt an

ambiguous smile. Undisclosed, unconditional. With champagne in her hand, she was

content that life was not beguiling and allowed the cosmic avalanche to bestow nothing

less than this. “How strange is it to be anything at all?”

Monet seemed adrift, as a former teacher kept asking who she was. Monet briefly

considered confirmation but denied that trail. Watching the dejected geriatric mope

around, Monet mused about how a whole other life, a whole other identity—the reason

we love—had just slipped through her fingers. Perhaps it would have been nice, nicer

than returning home and no longer seeing a face in the puddles. Or those droplets

elsewhere. Water was ineffable and every corner showcased the translucent outline of her

past. Broken walls no more, soon to be no more. Carpe deim and whatnot.

Largely for bravado, Amélie retrieved support. A kinetic office chair for the prism

of a tryst. Spinning around for one more faint glance, something in-between a serenade

and eulogy, instigating quotidian faith. Serene wonderlust; candy for the mind. Her eyes

searched not for atonement but affection, however similar they are. Those few left saw



nicotine stains leave the tables and chairs; Moria rested in the perpetual comfort of Leo.

Their hearts fluttered with refined love.

6:00, only four remained: Monet, Leopold, Amélie and Cynthia. One last task was

required, return the stereo to its place. Amélie, accompanied by a constant companion,

sought the destination. On the way there, the liminal tribute was sung again and Alison

felt emboldened. The transient was to be transformative. Now that the antlers of their

hearts were interloped and tethered, in the hands of something painfully opaque.

Something shared.

Their trip was hampered by the door they were in closing shut. Cynthia was soon

called upon to aid; her attempts at finding them cost her phone its battery and her

patience. Although she did by process of elimination discover the hallway and so began

to place her ear to doors. Soon, she came across a room that housed the conversation of

two women. An exchange was soon clear.

“You know I always loved you?”

“Yes.”


